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Selling Online with Drupal e-Commerce: Walk through the creation of an online store with Drupal's e-Commerce modulePackt Publishing, 2008
Drupal is a free and open-source modular web application framework and content management system (CMS) written in PHP that can run in many environments, including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and FreeBSD. Drupal e-Commerce is a free, open-source, feature-rich, flexible package of modules that seamlessly adds full e-Store capabilities to Drupal....
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Zen Cart: E-commerce Application Development: A step-by-step developer's guidePackt Publishing, 2008
Zen Cart is a popular open-source PHP/MySQL-based e-commerce solution available under GPL that is designed to put the merchants' and shoppers' requirements first. Not only does Zen Cart offer a very long list of features, but the system is designed with both store owners and web developers in mind. There's no sacrifice of usability or power.
...
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The Photoshop CS2 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2005
Scott Kelby, the best-selling Photoshop author in the world today, once again  takes this book to a whole new level as he uncovers the latest, most important  and most exciting new Adobe Photoshop CS2 techniques for digital  photographers.This major update to this award-winning, record-breaking book does  something for digital photographers that's...
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Understanding Exposure: How to Shoot Great Photographs with a Film or Digital Camera (Updated Edition)Amphoto Books, 2004
For serious amateur photographers who already shoot perfectly focused, accurately exposed images but want to be more creative with a camera, here’s the book to consult. More than seventy techniques, both popular and less-familiar approaches, are covered in detail, including advanced exposure, bounced flash and candlelight, infrared, multiple...
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Photoshop CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	This best-selling guide from authors Elaine Weinmann and Peter Lourekas has been the go-to tutorial and reference book for photography/design professionals and the textbook of choice in college classrooms for decades.

	

	This fully updated edition includes: concise, step-by-step instructions; hundreds of carefully edited full...
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iOS Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide (3rd Edition) (Big Nerd Ranch Guides)Addison Wesley, 2012

	 Updated and expanded to cover iOS 5 and Xcode 4.3, iOS Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide leads you through the essential concepts, tools, and techniques for developing iOS applications. After completing this book, you will have the understanding, the know-how, and the confidence you need to tackle iOS projects of your own....
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Basic Statistics: Tales of DistributionsCengage Learning, 2007

	Learn statistical reasoning and problem solving from a best--selling author who uses a wealth of examples from the social and behavioral sciences,, education,, nursing/allied health,, and business fields----as well as examples from everyday life--to help you learn and understand.. Praised for his clear explanations,, Spatz shows you how to...
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The Cultural Imperative: Global Trends in the 21st CenturyIntercultural Press, 2002
Will the tidal wave of globalization lead us to a bland and uniform cultural landscape dominated by a unified cultural perspective? Will cultural imperialism triumph in the twenty-first century? Or will the cultural imperative that drives human behavior through religion, language, geography and history maintain its influence on the human...
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Wireless Security: Know It AllNewnes, 2008
The latest technologies - the leading experts - proven real-world design solutions - together in one must-have volume!     

       The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key information, design techniques and...
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Ninja Mind ControlCitadel, 2000
Now you can unlock the ancient secrets of Ninja mind control and discover for yourself the fantastic powers of the legendary Ninja warriors. By combining simple methods of meditation with aggressive maneuvers, you can become the master of any situation--from the author of Ninja Secrets of Invisibility.

NINJA MIND CONTROL is, without...
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The Worst-Case Scenario Survival HandbookChronicle Books, 1999

	Danger! It lurks at every corner. Volcanoes. Sharks. Quicksand. Terrorists. The pilot of the plane blacks out and it's up to you to land the jet. What do you do? The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook is here to help: jam-packed with how-to, hands-on, step-by-step, illustrated instructions on everything you need to know...
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Sell Online Like a Creative Genius: A Guide for Artists, Entrepreneurs, Inventors, and Kindred SpiritsAllworth Press, 2019

	How to sell art or anything else online without leaving your home.

	Whether you're selling original artwork, jewelry, or a unique product, this is the book for you. Brainard Carey offers advice with solid examples of how building an online business is something every creative person can pursue. Carey draws from his...
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